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Meet the Scott Process Equipment Engineering Sales Team
at the Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group Booth #2833
Montrose, NY, April 17, 2018 --- Scott Process Equipment Corporation (www.Scott4U.com) is
proud to announce that the Scott Process Engineering Sales Team will be at Interphex on April
17th – 19th at the Javits Center, NYC. Stop by the Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Booth #2833

About Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group
The leader in niche peristaltic and sinusoidal pumps and associated fluid path technologies
Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group's accurate and hygienic liquid filling and peristaltic pumping technologies are used in
various bioprocessing stages: media and buffer preparation; fermentation; harvest; purification; and fill/finish, ensuring complete
security, compatibility and traceability. Watson-Marlow’s new process pump range builds on a platform of precise, high purity
peristaltic technology. The pumps' enhanced operator & control system interface contributes to improved validated process security.
Visit us and witness a step change in TFF, VC and HPLC pumping to 20 LPM, with total flow linearity and no pulsation. Their new
pump exceeds the performance of any other bioprocessing pump available.
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About Scott Process Equipment Corporation
Since 1989, Scott Process Equipment has focused on helping customers in the Industrial, Bio-Pharm, Pharmaceutical, Personal Care,
Cosmetic, Food & Beverage, Chemical, Petroleum, Plastics and Polymers industry solve design problems. Scott Process Equipment
Corp offers a robust product line, proudly representing pump, mixer, sensor, scale, and heat transfer equipment manufacturers.
Engineers first, the sales team is focused on finding the right process equipment or an integrated system for each unique application.
Decades of experience ensures their knowledge of equipment and the processing industry. Honest, straight-forward and serviceoriented professionals committed to their customers, Scott Process is Your Engineering and Process Equipment Resource.
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